Stationary Outdoor Sun-Protective Canopies as a Mean of Improving Of Lighting Environment in the Premises of Civil Buildings in the Hot and Sunny Climate with Clear Sky Conditions

Introduction

The design of natural lightings’ systems in southern regions with sunny climate needs to consider an affect of external sun-protective devices, as well as a character of external lighting. The latter in the case considered much differs from the standard overcast sky conditions of Commission Internationale de l’éclairage (C.I.E.). In sunny climate the character of outdoor lighting is determined as lighting in «clear sky» conditions [1-4]. The values of «q» factor, which determine the uniform luminance of sky vault with diffused and sun lighting in graphical form are shown on Figures 1-3. The curves shown have different character, depending on sky vault conditions, aspect of window openings and presence or absence of sun-protective devices. Date of «q» factor values are quoted in table 1, [5-8].

The theoretical and field investigations were conducted, based on examination of real residential premise in Beirut, Lebanon, which was chosen as an experimental site. In the room considered, which originally had no sun-protection, a temporary model of sun-protective canopies over a and below window were constructed. The canopies were painted in a light-grey colour. These permits to conduct lighting researches with sun-protective devices, as well as without these units see Figures 4 & 5. As a result of scientific investigations, the positive role of sun protection in form of canopies (awnings) on the natural lighting of interiors levels in the premises of civil buildings in the sunny climatic conditions with respect of external lighting on «clear sky» basis.

Conclusion

1. The values of a «daylight factor», determined experimentally and theoretically on the basis of standard «overcast sky» method of calculation and on the basis of alternating «clear sky» method of calculation, differ a lot: Without canopies above windows this is explained mainly by the difference in values of «q» factor, which determines a non-uniform luminance of a sky vault: for standard diffuse and alternating solar outdoor lighting.

2. Calculated and experimentally determined daylight factor' values under «clear sky» conditions are not only more even along the depth of a premise, but also are much greater in the far most from a window design point of an interior, as compared with the same values of a daylight factor, found with the standard «overcast sky» lighting conditions. This proves the matching of a daylight factor considered the requirements of the Building Codes on natural lighting of interiors to the best advantage.
Table 1: The values of «q» factor, showing the non-uniform sky' luminance under different sky-vault conditions for a premise concerned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№№ of design' points</th>
<th>Angle ϕ°</th>
<th>Values of «q» Factor Under Diffused external Lighting</th>
<th>Under Sun-Lighting with Different Windows Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Under Sun-Lighting with Different Windows Aspects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>South-eastern</td>
<td>Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1,12</td>
<td>0,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>0,37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0,88</td>
<td>0,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0,78</td>
<td>0,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0,72</td>
<td>0,83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 2: Non-uniform luminance of a sky-vault under sunny external lighting for a premise considered without external sun-protection devices, observed from design points.
«C»' - The middle point of a window opening.
«M»' - Design point of insolation.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 – Design points for daylight factor' calculations.
Figure 3: Non-uniform luminance of a sky-vault under sunny external lighting for premise considered with external sun-protection devices, observed from design points.

Figure 4: Theoretical daylight factor graphs for a premise considered, determined on different design methodologies with use of external sun-protection devices.
3. A significant lighting efficiency of external stationary canopies was shown in the case of taking into consideration reflected light flows from lower canopies in daylight factor calculations on the base of «clear sky» method. Such an influence of sun-protection is similar on its influence the effect of reflected solar flows from the adjacent to a building ground surfaces.

4. In the case of diffused external natural lighting, canopies over a window reduce external lighting, due to sky vault blending, much more, than lower canopies increase it due to reflecting effect.

5. Contrary, in the case of solar lighting, canopies over windows reduce internal lighting in less degree, than lower canopies increase it, reflecting solar flows under the «clear sky» lighting conditions.
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